CYBER SECURITY

CYBERPOL
Initiates
International
Cyber-Crime
Database.

C

YBERPOL, The
International CyberSecurity Organization
(ICSO) announced that it is in
initial pilot stages of assessing
the use and needs of a ICCD
(International Cyber Crime
Database) for alerting and
assisting the Cyber-Police across
borders to join forces in the
combating of international Cybercrime.

The need for such a cyber-crime
database will facilitate a Private
- Public Partnership across the
EU to assist global policing on
catching cyber criminals from
all corners of the world. The
initial support and request from
BORDERPOL to CYBERPOL has
lead to advanced stages of the
assessment.
CYBERPOL believes that policing-
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agencies across the globe, cant
interact without the necessary
tools and has therefore taken
the lead in the acquisition of the
IPO to such crime data base. The
growth of the cyber space has
lead to the change of the “cyber
border’ and many is not properly
defined in the case of law at
present. CYBERPOL is presently
working on the cyber policing
legal framework for submission to
the European Commission in
the near future.
Cyber crime has cost the
European economy as
much as 1.2 Billion euro
in the past year and critics
said that they support
the idea that CYBERPOL
remains a European entity
by developing the next
generation of cyber tools
for both, cyber and border
security.

cyber crime that effects us all.
According to EU researchers, it is
estimated that that there were as
much as 180,000 official victims
of cyber-crime in the last year in
the European Union alone. The
CIB Director Generals Office of
CYBERPOL indicted that this
number is on the clime and will
cost the European Union billions
Euros if left un-attended for much
longer. The need for a cyber legal
framework in partnership with
CYBERPOL has never been more
needed than now.
The test pilot of the International
Cyber Database for lawenforcement is expected to begin
early next year. For all officers
who wish to contact CYBERPOL
for assistance of voluntary time
submissions, please visit www.
cyberpol.co.uk

CYBERPOL CIB (Criminal
Investigation Bureau) division
recently initiated several online
investigations and one of the were
the discovering of fake Ban Ki
Moon LinkedIn page that were
subsequently shut down. It’s
clear that CYBERPOL is here to
stay and all officers are invited to
join CYBERPOL in aid to fight the
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BORDER SECURITY

ECIPS Issues
Extensive
Security
Border Alert
for ISIS
Infiltration.

T

he European Centre for
Information Policy and
Security (ECIPS) issued a
extensive alert to borders after
the announcement of President
Obama on Wednesday to
proceed with Airstrikes against ISIS
targets.
The ECIPS President Baretzky said
that this warrants an immediate
alert to border police to bring
awareness throughout the EU
and its allies in contagement
to the risks associated with this
decision. President Baretzky said
that Borders are not adequate
protected and ISIS will exploit new
ways to infiltrate the states of the
EU and US.

hundred US citizens. President
Baretzky said that the dogma
of Obama’s statement “ It will
not involve American combat
troops fighting on foreign soil,” is
vastly underestimated and urged
their departments to do proper
homework before assuming
that ISIS will be under control.
The Belgium Jewish Museum
Shooter incident of May this year
in Belgium is one example of the
pre-staging of ISIS. ECIPS warned
on numerous occasions that this
incident has deeper tentacles,
and as it turned out, the Belgium
Jewish Museum Shooter was a
‘ISIS Torturer’ in Syria as revealed
by media recently.

Should ISIS play the “The Trojan
Horse” as it may, then this could
be a huge vulnerability according
to ECIPS and it could lead to more
aggression and retaliation of ISIS.
The main problems surrounding
the ideologies of ISIS is that it is
not been here for decades but for
centuries and it’s a psychological
warfare long in advanced stages.
A kind of cancer that needs to be
rooted out according to some
experts.
According to the ECIPS there
could be as much as 5000
Europeans involved in fighting
with ISIS and as much as several
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control and a ISIS database is vital
for the security of Europe passport
control offices. “

Ricardo
Baretzky,
President,
European
Centre for
Information
Policy and
Security
(ECIPS)

Obama risks trying to solve a
fundamentally political problem
by military means will only escalate
some predicts. The problem
at present is that nobody really
knows how many ISIS members
there are within eth EU or the
USA. the number could be
in the thousands. President
Baretzky said the danger with this
“Obama methods” are that one
cannot kill a believe with fire and
ammunition. The problem with
ISIS is that it is based on a religious
ideology and perception of how
the world should look like rather
than a methodology of violence
and war.
“Thus we have to be logical and
tackle these problems by its roots
rather than coming to hastily
conclusions of how to react, if not
then it could in fact perpetuate the
problem rather than changing it,
Baretzky said.”

The President of ECIPS, Ricardo
Baretzky said that. “We need to
step up security now at Borders,
before it’s too late. A proper ID
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